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                  or Fe1+ε(SexTe1-x) [11 phase] : Tc up to 15K (for x~0.5)
                  at ambient pressure  (Hsu et al., Sales et al.)

   and ~ 35K at 7GPa, x=1 (Margadonna et al.)

agram, and how di�erent ground states can be driven by Fe and
Se doping is not yet understood. We report the first systematic
report on crystal growth, structural refinement, magnetic study
on Fe1+xTe1�ySey crystals, with a controlled Fe and Se compo-
sition. We clearly prove how the crystal structure is a�ected by
doping, and how such structural changes are related to super-
conductivity and magnetism in ”11” iron-chalcogenides.

2. Experimental

Two series of single crystals of Fe1+x(Te,Se) have been
grown starting from two di�erent Fe:(Te,Se) ratios: 1:1, and
0.9:1. According to the assessed Fe-Te phase diagram [23],
the tetragonal (⇥-phase) Fe1+xTe is stable for 0.04<x<0.08 and
does not melt congruently. The nominal precursor composi-
tions actually correspond to two di�erent compositions of the
Te-rich flux. For each Fe content, a series of Fe1+xTe1�ySey
with y ranging from y=0 to y=0.45 was prepared. Crystals
were grown using the Bridgman-Stockbarger method: the pre-
cursor mixture of Fe and (Te,Se) pieces was put in an evacu-
ated quartz tube and sealed under vacuum. The quartz tube was
placed vertically in the furnace, along a vertical temperature
gradient, heated at 930-960⇥C (depending on the Se-content),
then slowly cooled to RT at variable cooling rates from 5 to 1
⇥C/hour. The largest and most homogeneous crystals were ob-
tained at the lowest cooling rate. Crystals were easily cleaved
from the as-grown boule, with the cleavage plane perpendicular
to the c-axis. The use of Fe and Te pieces instead of powders
enhances the purity of the precursors and prevents the forma-
tion of unwanted oxides, often observed in these materials [24].
Pure polycrystalline FeSe was also prepared for comparison, by
solid state reaction of Fe and Se powders at 620⇥C, followed by
furnace cooling down to 420⇥C where the sample was kept 2
days before cooling down to RT. In the case of FeSe, the an-
nealing sequence was repeated several times until the sample
was single-phase within the resolution of powder X-ray di�rac-
tion (XRD) . The quality of the crystals was checked by XRD
both in a powder di�ractometer and in a 4-circle di�ractome-
ter, either using Co or Cu K� radiation. The chemical com-
position and purity were checked by SEM/EDX. Within the
uncertainty of the analysis technique, the ratio Se:Te was al-
ways found to agree with the results of XRD data (see below
and Table 1). Little but non negligible local fluctuations of the
Se:Te ratio were observed in some samples. Only the samples
with no or very low composition gradient were used for this
study. Single-phase single-crystalline samples were obtained
up to x=0.45. Single-crystal XRD was performed at room tem-
perature on selected samples with two nominal Fe contents (1
and 0.9) and three nominal Se contents (y=0, y=0.2 and y=0.3),
using a Stoe IPDS II di�ractometer, with Mo K� radiation and a
graphite monochromator. Structure refinement was carried out
by the least-squares method based on |F|2 values the SHELX-L
program [25]. Details about the refinement are summarized in
the Supplementary Material. Magnetic properties were investi-
gated using a Quantum Design MPMSII Squid Magnetometer
in a magnetic field of 2 mT and 1 T, for the superconducting
and the normal state, respectively.

Figure 1: Crystal structure of ⇥-Fe1+xTe, showing the tetrahedral coordination
(blue) of Fe1 by four Te atoms, distance h of Fe1 from the next Te layer, and the
square pyramid (light blue) TeFe4. The pictures in the right panel show typical
crystals used for this study.

3. Results

3.1. Structure refinement

For all samples used for the single-crystal XRD study, the
reflections were indexed to a tetragonal cell in the space group
P4/nmm. The structure model was confirmed to be of the Cu2Sb
structure type as proposed by Fruchart et al. [14], according to
which the Fe atoms can occupy an additional site, in the Te-
plane. (see Fig. ??. The figure also shows some of the crystals
we measured). The occupation of the additional site turns out
to be dependent on the initial composition, and to get close to
zero in crystals grown from a Fe-deficient and Se-rich starting
composition. The refinement parameters as well as the atomic
positions and occupations are reported in the Supplementary
Material. The crystalline samples used for this study are sum-
marized in Table 1.

The lattice parameters a and c are reported in Fig. 2, plot-
ted as a function of the Se-content, y. Both parameters decrease
following a good linear trend upon doping in the Te-rich region.
However, the lattice parameters of pure ⇥-FeSe (added in Fig. 2
for comparison) clearly diverge from Vegard’s law, thus indicat-
ing a structural di�erence between ⇥-FeTe and ⇥-FeSe, proba-
bly related to the Se-vacancies in pure iron selenide. These
results are in good agreement with those already existing in the
literature [10, 11, 15, 19]. In order to understand the structural
and physical role of excess iron in the additional site, we have
studied the evolution of various parameters with both the re-
fined Fe content and Se-doping. The first evidence, resulting
from the refined compositions and confirmed by EDX analysis,
is that the occupancy of the second Fe site decreases when the
Se substitution for Te increases. This indicates that the stabil-
ity of the structure building block FeTe4 is a�ected by both the
composition parameters x and y.

The corresponding structural deformation can influence the
physical properties of this material. In Fig. 3 we show the de-
pendence of both the smaller and larger tetrahedral angles Te-
Fe1-Te (see the crystal structure and bonds shown in Fig. 1).
The two angles are both far from that of an ideal tetrahedron,

2

Simplest crystallographic structure but shares the most 
salient characteristics of iron based systems 

square-planar lattice of Fe with tetrahedral coordination

Iron pnictides : High Tc values 

from ~ 26K in La(O,F)FeAs to ~ 54K in Gd(O,F)FeAs 
so called [1111 phase] (Kamihara et al., Takahashi et al.)

and ~ 36K in (Ba,K)Fe2As2
so called [122 phase] (Rotter et al.)

or Li1-yFeAs [111 phase] : Tc ~ 18K (Tapp et al.)



as observed in MgB2 

BCS value

Multigap superconductivity  

Complicated electronic structure (Fe - d orbitals)
electron (M) and hole (Γ) pockets

ARPES measurements (Ding et al., Nakayama et al.) 
on (K,Ba)Fe2As2

Δ ~ 4-6 meV (2Δ ~ 3-4kTc ~ BCS) : large hole pocket 
to 8-12 meV (2Δ ~ 5-7kTc) : small hole and electron pockets

in agreement with point contact (Szabo et al., Teague et al.)

fully open gaps but possibility of gap node lines in P substituted compounds

RAPID COMMUNICATIONS
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Schematic FSs and definition of the FS
angle (! ). (b) and (c) Polar plots of the SC gap size at 8 K for the
(b) ", # and (c) $ FSs as a function of ! . Dashed circles show the
averaged SC gap values on each FS. (d) Plot of the SC gap size as a
function of |coskx cosky |. The dashed line and purple dots represent
the best fit assuming the gap function |%| = %0| cos kx cos ky | and
|%| = |%1 coskx cosky + %2(coskx + cosky)/2|, respectively.

a possible transition from nodeless to nodal pairing states
in the OD region. Our observation of a nodeless gap in the
K0.7 sample indicates that x = 0.7 is a lower limit for the
critical doping of the transition, if the nodes appear vertically.
From the viewpoint of the electronic structure, the significant
difference between the K1 and x ! 0.7 samples is the FS
topology near the M point at which the shrunk electron FS
in K0.7 completely vanishes in K1. It is thus inferred that the
change of FS topology could be associated with the transition
of the pairing symmetry. Based on the rigid-band-shift model,
we suggest that the critical doping would be 0.8 ! x ! 0.9.

To clarify the isotropy and anisotropy of the gap function
in the K0.7 sample, we have estimated the SC gap size (|%|)
from the energy separation between the coherence peak and
EF, and plotted the gap size as a function of the FS angle
(! ) in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). The results confirm the absence
of vertical line nodes in the K0.7 sample. It is also apparent
that the gap is strongly FS dependent but nearly isotropic on
each FS. We obtained averaged gap values |%| of 7.9 ± 0.8,
4.4 ± 0.8, and 7.6 ± 0.8 for the ", #, and $ FSs, respectively,
corresponding to 2|%|/kBTc ratios of 8.3 ± 0.9, 4.6 ± 0.9, and
8.0 ± 0.9. These experimental results clearly show the opening
of multiple isotropic SC gaps in the OD region.

The FS dependence of the SC gap in the OPD K0.4
sample has been reported to be basically consistent with
the gap function derived from short-range pairing possibly
mediated by the antiferromagnetic (AF) fluctuations, %(k) =
%1 coskx cosky + %2(coskx + cosky)coskz/2.20 It is intrigu-
ing to check its validity in the OD region, since the kF position
and the SC gap size for each FS are markedly different from
those in the OPD region. At first, we neglect the second
term and compare the experimental results with the simple

formula %(k) = %0 coskx cosky , which is known as one of
the extended s-wave symmetries,11 as discussed earlier for the
K0.4 sample.4,6 This formula predicts the opening of a larger
(smaller) gap on a smaller (larger) FS and a sign change of the
SC gap between hole and electron FSs, resulting in an s±-wave
state. The fitting result (%0 = 9.0 meV) [black dashed line
in Fig. 3(d)] shows a basic agreement with the present data,
suggesting a dominant contribution of the s±-wave pairing
to the superconductivity. It is also found that the gap size
of the $ FS is slightly overestimated. This is due to the
fact that the $ FS is smaller than the " FS, while their gap
sizes are comparable. When we introduce the second term,
we see a better agreement with the experiment, as indicated
by purple dots in Fig. 3(d). Here we use coskz = 1, and thus
%(k) = %1 coskx cosky + %2(coskx + cosky)/2, because the
present data reflect the electronic structure at kz ! 0.20,21 For
a finite positive %2, |%| at the & point becomes larger than that
at the M point, since coskx + cosky is 2 and 0 at the &(0,0) and
M(',0) points, respectively. Therefore, two branches naturally
appear in Fig. 3(d) with a single set of fitting parameters (%1,
%2) = (8.3 meV, 0.7 meV). The upper and lower branches
correspond to |%| on the &- and M-centered FSs, respectively.
The present results show that the observed multiple nodeless
gaps in the OD sample are fitted by a single gap function
consistently with the s±-wave pairing.

We compare in Fig. 4 the present results in the OD
sample with those in the UD and OPD samples and discuss
the generic properties over a wide doping range. There are
three important aspects in the doping dependence of ARPES
data. First, the opening of multiple SC gaps is generic
among the K0.25, K0.4, and K0.7 samples [Figs. 4(a)–4(c)].
While the gap magnitude itself is strongly doping dependent,
the obtained 2|%|/kBTc ratios remain nearly constant at
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) and (b) Representative symmetrized
EDCs in the SC state measured at kF points of the (a) " and (b) # FSs
for the K0.7 (OD; Tc = 22 K), K0.4 (OPD; Tc = 37 K), and K0.25
(UD; Tc = 26 K) samples. (c) Doping dependence of the averaged SC
gap size on each FS. Colored curves show the SC gap size obtained
by assuming constant 2|%|/kBTc values (integers from 3 to 9). (d)–(f)
Experimentally determined kF points of the ", #, and $ /( bands [red
(gray), blue (dark gray), and green (light gray) circles, respectively].
The kF points of the $ /( FSs are shifted by Q = ("',0).
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coexisting...

(K,Ba)Fe2As2

Rotter et al.

or

... or not with the superconducting state

La(F,O)FeAs
a

c

Ce(F,O)FeAs

Huang et al. Zhao et al.
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AF  “instability” for low doping contents 
Q=(π/a,π/a) nesting -> Spin Density Wave

[«associated» with  orthorhombic-tetragonal transition]

resonance in
spin excitations
at Q=(π/a,π/a)
Er ~ 4-5 kBTc
(Lumsden et al.)

c ! 6:061 !A at room temperature. Five crystals, weighing
"2 g each, were mutually aligned to increase the count
rate. The mosaic full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the individual samples and the coaligned assembly are 2.8
degrees and 4.8 degrees, respectively. Magnetic neutron
scattering measurements were performed using thermal
(BT7) and cold (SPINS) neutron triple-axis spectrometers
at NIST. The sample temperature was controlled by a
pumped 4He cryostat. As opposed to experiments on
samples containing 8% excess Fe [10], no low energy
magnetic signals were detected at the antiferromagnetic
wave vector Qm ! #!0 1

2$ in FeSe0:4Te0:6. Therefore, we
will concentrate on results from scans in the (HHL) recip-
rocal plane from BT7, using the fixed Ef ! 14:7 meV
configuration. Measurements with better resolution and
in a 7 T cryomagnet were conducted at SPINS using Ef !
4:2 meV. Pyrolytic graphite (PG) and cooled Be were used
to reject order contamination on BT7 and SPINS, respec-
tively, and both instruments employ PG to monochromate
the incident beam and analyze the scattered beam.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the spin excitation spectrum
of FeSe0:4Te0:6, combining 10 different constant energy
scans near the in-plane nesting vector ( 12

1
2 ), at temperature

T ! 1:5 K and 30 K, respectively. The temperature inde-
pendent, sharp spurions in (a) and (b) cancel in the differ-
ence spectrum [Fig. 1(c)]. An intense ‘‘resonance’’ sharply
defined both in energy and in-plane momentum appears
below Tc, above the normal state ridgelike continuum at
the nesting vector Qn rather than at the wave vector Qm of
the antiferromagnetic parent compound. Correspondingly
we note that while the ‘‘parent’’ nonsuperconducting heavy
fermion compound CeRhIn5 orders in an incommensurate
antiferromagnetic structure [16], the resonance in super-
conducting CeCoIn5 appears at the commensurate wave
vector associated with dx2%y2 superconductivity [17].

Figure 2(a) shows constant-Q scans through the reso-
nance above and below Tc, together with measured back-
ground. The spectrum appears to be gapless in the normal
state as measured at 30 K with a weak ‘‘knee’’ at the
resonance energy. The normal state data in Fig. 1(b) is
similar to data from paramagnetic and metallic V2O3 (see
Fig. 2(b) of Ref. [18]) indicating spin fluctuations resulting
from Fermi surface nesting. At 1.5 K, a full spin gap is
opened at low energies as spectral weight concentrates in a
resonance peak at @"0 ! 6:51#4$ meV. Higher resolution
constant-Q scans measured using cold neutrons are shown
in Fig. 2(b). Here the SPINS spectrometer was arranged so
the line of intensity from Q ! #0:5; 0:5;%0:796$ to (0.5,
0.5,%1:804) was collected by the focusing analyzer during
the scan. The resonance peak is much wider than the
FWHM instrumental resolution, 0.48 meV. The
resolution-corrected half width @# ! 1:25#5$ meV may
indicate a finite lifetime of the resonant spin fluctuations,
imperfect nesting, or broadening due to disorder on the
Se=Te site.

To determine the spatial correlations associated with
the resonance, constant energy scans were performed in
its vicinity. Figure 3(a) shows a basal plane scan at the
resonance energy covering a full Brillouin zone. Weak
intensity atQ ! #12 1

2
1
2$ and T ! 30 K is strongly enhanced

in the superconducting state at T ! 1:5 K. The net en-
hancement is shown by the difference data in Fig. 3(c).
Spurions exist at both temperatures but these cancel in the
difference plot. The horizontal bar indicates the FWHM
instrumental resolution. Based on the calculated resolu-
tion function, the deconvolved half width at half maximum

is 0:023#5$ &
!!!
2

p
& a', indicating a correlation length of

19(4) Å or 7(1) Fe-Fe lattice spacings. Figure 3(b) shows
a scan in the interplane direction above and below Tc,
with the difference in (d). As for quasi-two-dimensional
BaFe1:84Co0:16As2 [12] but distinct from the more three-
dimensional case of BaFe1:9Ni0:1As2 [13], the resonant
spin correlations show no Q ( c dependence beyond that
associated with the product of the Fe magnetic form factor
squared and the varying projection of the instrumental
resolution volume along c (solid line).
Figure 4 shows the @!% T dependence of magnetic

scattering at the nesting vector. The spin resonance and
the associated spin gap appear along with superconductiv-
ity for T < Tc ! 14 K. There is no detectable softening of

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) ConstantQ ! #0:46; 0:46; 0:65$ scan
at 1.5 K and 30 K, measured at BT7. The sample-turned
background measured at 30 K is shown by green open circles.
(b) The difference intensity of the const-Q ! #12 1

2L$ scans mea-

sured at 4.2 and 30 K using SPINS, with and without an applied
7 T magnetic field. The solid line is a guide to the eye. The blue
bar indicates the FWHM instrumental energy resolution.
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large broadening of R transition under field 
(knee ?)Possible existence of a reversible vortex 

(liquid) phase ?

Very high value of the upper critical fields
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Nd(O,F)FeAs - Jia et al.

dHc2/dT : 
~ 1T/K to > 10 T/K 

(H//c) 

General to all X(O,F)FeAs
samples

as well as in 122-phases
   

MgB2 : ~ 0.2 T/K 

Hc2(0) : 50T (//c) to 400T (//ab) 
(and even more... )

Jaroszynski et al.

rather small anisotropy
 ~ 4-7 in 1111 to ~ 2 in 122 phases



small superfluid density (~1/λ2) :

Uemura plot

unconventional coupling ?

as previously observed in 
cuprates 

about 100x smaller than 
in MgB2 for equivalent Tcs



AF  “instability” of the Fermi surface 
Q=(π/a,π/a) nesting -> Spin Density 

    AF : lowering of the spin energy

Tetrahedral coordination of Fe atoms     Cu : at sites with strong planar coordination

Cuprates :  

Mott insulator  (large Coulomb repulsion, U) 

Pnictides :

metal 
(EF close to Van-Hove Singularity in d states)
Multi-band superconductivity

small electron-phonon coupling constant 
calculations (Boeri et al.) led to a  λ ~ 0.2 
(as compared to ~ 1 in MgB2)

Mazin et al. : unconventional mechanism 
mediated by spin fluctuations (?)

s-wave with sign reversal between different 
sheets of the FS (nodes in P doped samples : d wave ?)

Reduced superfluid density
Large upper critical fields
(moderate anisotropy)

Reduced superfluid density
Large upper critical fields
(large anisotropy in BSCCO)

unconventional mechanism 
mediated by ???

d-wave symmetry

Spin resonance Spin resonance



Outline

  Upper critical field 

• AC specific heat : 

• DC relaxation technique :

C ⇠ P

Tac!

C =
(T � Tb)

@T/@t

 Lower critical field 

• Hall probe magnetometry :

• Tunnel Diode Oscillator measurements :  
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+ RELAXATION METHOD
home-made microcalorimeter

A. Demuer
-> absolute values

Optical

Fiber
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~ P/K
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AC specific heat measurements :
thermodynamic determination of Hc2

• High sensitivity 1/1000 but relative variations only (unknown P)

• Well adapted to small samples : 500ng to 500µg

• Continuous T or H sweeps (T>0.3K Hhor = 8T, Hvert =16T)

• No arbitrary background (phonon) substraction (if H>Hc2 available)
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• Local probe (~4 to 40µm) 

• Field profil (arrays) : B(x) 
gradiometry (J ~ dB/dx)

• High resolution AsGa 2DEG : 700Ω/T to 1200Ω/T
single vortex detection

• High linearity but M+H (M/H ~10-5 at 1T)

Hall probe magnetization 
(V.Mosser - M.Konczykowski, ANR MICROHALL 2008

& Z.Pribulova, Kosice) 
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1111 and 122 FeTe

Fe1+y(Sex,Te1-x)NATUREMATERIALS DOI: 10.1038/NMAT2800 LETTERS
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Figure 1 |Magnetic and superconducting properties of Fe1.02(Te1�x

Se
x

)
(0⇥ x<0.5). a, The phase diagram. The Néel temperature, TN, of the AFM
phase, determined by neutron scattering (green squares), susceptibility
(orange triangles), Hall coefficient (blue triangles) and resistivity (black
crosses) measurements. Tc⇤ , onset of the superconducting transition
probed by resistivity (open diamonds); Tc⌅ , bulk superconducting
transition temperature (filled diamonds) probed by susceptibility. Bulk
superconductivity (SC) exists when sufficient Te is replaced by Se, with the
superconducting volume fraction >75% for x⇥0.29. For x<0.29, only
non-bulk-superconductivity exists with the superconducting volume
fraction <3%. The bulk superconductivity and non-bulk superconductivity
concentration regions also differ in their normal-state transport property:
metallic in the former, non-metallic in the latter. b, The superconducting
volume fraction (�4⇡⌅) and the derivative of normalized resistivity
(⇤(T)/⇤(300K)) with respect to temperature as a function of Se content.

x < 0.29. In region III (x ⇥ 0.29), however, bulk superconductivity
is found. The filled diamonds represent the bulk superconducting
transition temperature Tc

⌅ probed by susceptibility. VSC rises
to above 75% for x ⇥ 0.29, as shown in Fig. 1b. In region II,
the transport properties above Tc

⇤ indicate weak charge carrier
localization, which contrasts with the metallic behaviour seen in
the normal state of region III and the AFM phase of region I. The
cross-over is clearly indicated by the sign change in the derivative
of resistivity with respect to temperature d⇤/dT (see Fig. 1b). The
absence of bulk superconductivity in region II makes the phase
diagram of Fe1.02(Te1�xSex) distinct from those of iron pnictide
superconductors where bulk superconductivity either appears
immediately following suppression of long-rangeAFMorder20,21, or
coexists with (⇡,⇡) AFMorder in a certain composition range22–24.

We shall now address properties of each region of the phase
diagram (Fig. 1a) in greater detail. Throughout the AFM phase
(region I), elastic neutron scattering measurements reveal the
same commensurate (⇡,0) magnetic structure as reported for the
parent compound6. The ordered magnetic moment of iron MFe
depends strongly on the Se content as shown in Fig. 2a. MFe is
approximately 2.09(3)µB/Fe for the x =0.04 sample, but decreases
to 0.33(2)µB/Fe for x = 0.08. The saturated staggered magnetic
moment for Fe1.02Te (ref. 6) is much larger than that of iron
pnictide parent compounds (0.36µB/Fe for LaOFeAs (ref. 7) and
0.87µB/Fe for BaFe2As2 (ref. 8)). The Hall effect measurements
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Figure 2 | Evolution of the long-range AFM order and Fermi-surface
variation across the AFM transition in Fe1.02(Te1�x

Se
x

). a, Temperature
dependence of the ordered magnetic momentMFe. Inset: The saturated
momentMFe as a function of Se content. The magnetic order is suppressed
when x>0.09. b, Hall coefficients as a function of temperature. The Fermi
surface changes significantly across the AFM transition.

shown in Fig. 2b indicate that the AFM transition in region I is
accompanied by a remarkable change of the Fermi surface. For
x < 0.08 the Hall coefficient RH exhibits a sharp drop from a
positive to a negative value across the transition. This indicates
that the Fermi surface is dominated by holes above TN and by
electrons below TN.

Figure 3a presents the in-plane resistivity ⇤ab(T ) as a function
of temperature for typical samples in region I. ⇤ab(T ) exhibits an
anomaly at TN, which is marked by a downward arrow in the figure.
Each sample in this region also shows a trace of superconductivity
below the AFM transition. This can be seen from the second drop of
⇤ab(T ) at low temperatures (denoted by upward arrows in Fig. 3a).
AlthoughTc

⇤ shows a systematic increasewith increasing Se content
in this region, the superconducting volume fraction is nearly zero
(Figs 1b and 3d) because we did not observe any diamagnetism
below Tc

⇤ for these samples (see Fig. 3d).
Despite the complete suppression of long-range AFM order,

superconductivity remains a non-bulk phenomenon throughout
region II. Although all samples in this region exhibit zero
resistance below Tc

⇤ , their susceptibility fails to exhibit significant
diamagnetism when the resistivity vanishes (Figs 1b and 3d). The
superconducting volume fraction of these samples estimated from
�4⇡⌅ is below 3%. Furthermore, the specific heats of samples
in both regions I and II are free of anomalies near the resistive
superconducting transition. They can approximately be described
byC=⇥T+�T 3 at low temperatures, where ⇥T and�T 3 represent
the electron and phonon specific heat, respectively. Figure 3e shows
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but resonance in spin excitations at Q=(1/2,1/2)
in superconducting state as in pnictides

Liu et al.

AFM order (~ 2 μB/Fe) along Q=(1,0) in Fe1+εTe J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 22 (2010) 203203 Topical Review

Figure 5. (a) In-plane magnetic structure for the 1111 and 122 parent
compounds. The ordering wavevector in these compounds is
( 1

2
1
2 L)T = (1 0 L)O. For the 1111 materials, the stacking of

neighboring plane along the c-axis is either ferromagnetic or
antiferromagnetic depending on the rare earth element (see table 2).
For the 122 materials, the stacking is antiferromagnetic along the
c-axis resulting in odd-integer L as the unit cell contains two FeAs
layers. (b) Magnetic structure for 11 materials (Fe1+x Te) in the limit
of smaller x where the low temperature nuclear structure is
monoclinic. The ordering wavevector is ( 1

2 0 1
2 ) and is the same in

both the high and low temperature phases.

ordering is consistent with stripe-like antiferromagnetic order
with ferromagnetically coupled chains along the tetragonal
(110) direction coupled antiferromagnetically along the in-
plane perpendicular direction (see figure 5(a)). The doubling
of the unit cell along the c-axis indicates antiferromagnetic
interactions between neighboring planes. The magnetic
moment direction could not be uniquely determined in this
measurement but the observed intensity is consistent with
moments lying in the a–b plane. The magnetic moment
observed is much smaller than the 2.2 µB moment observed in
metallic Fe. Measurements of LaFeAsO1!x Fx shows that the
magnetic moment is rather independent of concentration for
x < 0.03 and is zero for x > 0.05 [88]. More concentration
points are required to determine how abruptly the magnetic
moment vanishes with fluorine concentrations between 3 and
5%.

The nature of the ordered state in these materials has
been a topic of considerable study. The calculated Fermi
surface for LaFeAsO consists of electron cylinders near
the M point and hole cylinders and a 3D hole pocket
around the ! point [89]. Further investigations indicated
good nesting of these components separated by the 2D
wavevector ( 1

2
1
2 )T consistent with the observed magnetic

structure [90, 91]. This led to the suggestion that the observed
antiferromagnetic state is a SDW induced by Fermi surface
nesting [91]. In addition to this Fermi surface nesting
scenario, it has been proposed that near-neighbor and next-
near-neighbor interactions between local Fe moments are
both antiferromagnetic and of comparable strength leading to
magnetic frustration [92–94]. In addition to describing the

observed magnetic structure, this scenario can also provide
an explanation for the structural phase transition as the
lattice distortion relieves the magnetic frustration [92, 93].
These frustration effects have also been used to explain
the small ordered moment [92, 94]. Starting with a
local moment Hamiltonian consistent with those discussed
previously [92–94], it was suggested that the structural
transition is actually a transition to a ‘nematic’ ordered phase
which will occur at a higher temperature than the SDW
transition [95]. In addition to the view that the magnetic order
is driven exclusively by either Fermi surface nesting or local
moment superexchange interactions, an alternate approach
based on analysis of DFT calculations included aspects of
both [96]. This work concluded that the moments were largely
local in nature but the interactions were relatively long-ranged
itinerant interactions as opposed to superexchange and both the
low temperature magnetic order and structural distortions were
explained [96]. Finally, it was recently proposed that both the
magnetic and structural transitions are driven by orbital physics
and that the structural transition is, in fact, a ferro-orbital
ordering transition [97]. This model explains the coupling of
the structural and magnetic transitions and is consistent with
the rather large ordering temperature [97].

Changes of the ordered magnetic structure with different
rare earth elements (RFeAsO) have been extensively studied
with neutron diffraction as well as local probe methods.
The ordering wavevector of ( 1

2
1
2

1
2 )T observed for R =

La [15] is also observed for R = Nd [98]. However, for
R = Ce [53] and R = Pr [99] the ordering is described by
the wavevector ( 1

2
1
2 0)T suggesting ferromagnetic coupling

between planes. This suggests rather weak interplane coupling
which is strongly influenced by the rare earth ion and the
associated induced structural changes. Unfortunately, for the
case of R = Sm, the high absorption cross-section for Sm
makes neutron scattering measurements very difficult. Neutron
scattering measurements on SmFeAsO were performed [100]
but could only explore the low temperature ordering of the Sm
moments as will be discussed below.

The size of the ordered moment as a function of R has
been a topic of considerable interest. Neutron scattering on
R = Pr indicates a moment of 0.34 µB [101] identical to
that observed for R = La [15] (a moment of 0.48 µB [99]
was independently observed but this was measured below the
Pr ordering temperature). The moment for R = Nd appears
smaller and initially, Fe ordering was not observed [102] with
an upper bound on the ordered moment placed at 0.17 µB.
However, later measurements clearly indicated Fe ordering
with an ordered moment of 0.25 µB [98], the smallest of any
of the rare earths. A particularly interesting case is that of
Ce where neutron scattering indicated a much larger magnetic
moment of 0.8 µB [53] more than twice the size of any other
rare earth. Thus, on the basis of these neutron diffraction
results, the Fe moment size varies considerably with rare earth
element. However, a contradictory picture is obtained from
57Fe Mössbauer measurements. Such measurements for R
= La indicate an internal magnetic field of 4.86 T [103],
5.19 T [50], and 5.3 T [104]. For the other rare earths, the
internal field was measured to be 5.2 T [105] and 5.3 T [106]
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 Fe1+εTe : superconducting at ~ 8K at 
ambiant pressure
 -> up to ~ 35K for P ~ 7 GPa

 Tcmax ~ 15K for x ~0.5

(bulk) superconductivity for x > 0.28



Samples A : 

grown by sealed quartz tube method :
 pure Fe, Se pieces + Se shots in 1:0.5:0.5 ratio 
Heated slowly (100°C/h) at 500°C for 10h 
+ melted at 1000°C for 20h,
+ cooled slowly down to 350°C at 5°C/h, 
[and finally cooled faster by switching off the furnace]

Samples B :

grown by Bridgman technique
(double wall quartz ampoule : C coated inside wall of the outer ampoule 
-> lowest possible oxygen partial pressure during the growth)
3 zone gradient furnace (1000°/840°/700°) lowered at 3 mm/h

X-rays : single phase: a = 3.7992(7) A and c = 6.033(2)A  [in agreement with the literature]

SEM micro-analysis -> Fe1.05(2)(Te0.55(2)Se0.45(2)) 
-> (low) value of Fe excess (0.05) confirmed by transport measurements 

χ

R

ΔC/T



“...” = transport measurements  
: not thermodynamic
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Khim et al. see also Lei et al., Braithwaite et al.

Possible crossing 
of ‘‘Hc2’’ lines ?



(AC) specific heat measurements

- well defined Cp jump at Tc2(H) [RAW DATA]
- similar shifts (i.e. reduced anisotropy) for H//ab and H//c
- but significant difference in the shape of the anomaly

-> anistropic fluctuations (see also Serafin et al.)

Tc2(H=28T)



H//ab

very similar to what observed in 
2D superlattices (Uher et al. Mo/Ni)

Strong termperature dependence 
of the anisotropy

H//c

H//ab

Hc22 ~ 1-T/Tc 

(for H//ab)

H//c

STRONG downward curvature of the Hc2 line



Ginzburg-Landau including both orbital (Ho) 
and Pauli (Hp) limits

Vedeneev et al.

(H/Hp)2 + (H/Ho)=1-T/Tc

Ginzburg-Landau approach 
limited to T -> Tc

Ho and Hp values confirmed by 
more general fit in BCS clean 

limit model
Brison et al. 

H//c H//ab

Ho (T) 170 650

Hp (T) 75 65Hpc > Hpab «confirming» the (possible) crossover of the Hc2 
lines deduced from transport measurements but...

For H//ab, Hc2 is limited by paramagnetic effects on almost the 
entire phase diagram (up to T/Tc ~ 99%)



sample A

sample B
⇠
c

= ⇠
ab

⇥Hc

o

/Hab

o

⇠ 4± 1Å

⇠
ab

= �0/(2⇡[0.7⇥ µ0Ho

]) = 15± 1Å

Hc2 does not correspond to any peculiar 
criterion in transport measurements

The very strong downward curvature 
(dHc2/dT ~ 40T/K for H//ab)

is not visible in transport measurements

< c ~ 6A : possible 3D-2D crossover but 
hindered by paramagnetic limit

very small Fermi velocity

vF,ab = ⇡�⇠ab/~ ⇠ 1.8± 0.4⇥ 104m/s



tively reproduces the experimental FS although it slightly
overestimates the volumes. Since the orthorhombic strain
in FeSe0:42Te0:58 is over an order of magnitude smaller than
shown in the sketch in Fig. 1(d), it has a minute effect on
the shape of the Brillouin zone. For simplicity, we thus plot
all data in the square tetragonal zone.

The relatively simple Fermi surface of FeSe0:42Te0:58 has
motivated us to investigate the interaction induced mass
enhancement by comparing the measured dispersion with
band structure calculations. Figure 3(a) shows the ARPES
intensity along X!M. At the ! point, two intense holelike
bands are clearly resolved and a third weaker band is
discernible. Although the !1 band contributes high inten-
sity to the FS map [Fig. 2(a)], it does not contribute to the
Fermi surface but reaches a top near !15 meV at the !
point. The shallowM-point electron pocket is more clearly
visible in the inset showing data at h" " 36 eV.

At very low energy, we find a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the quasiparticle excitations and the DFT
band structure for FeSe shown in Fig. 3(b). However, the
group velocities are strongly renormalized in the experi-
ment. The effect is most marked for the !3 and # sheets,
which also have the lowest quasiparticle weights. We have
extracted quasiparticle velocities from fits to energy distri-
bution curves from multiple cleaves using empirical spec-
tral functions and by analyzing the second derivatives. For

the !3 hole pocket, we obtain a Fermi velocity vF #
0:09 eV "A corresponding to a renormalization of m$=
mband " vband=vF # 17. A comparable mass enhancement
of vband=vF # 20 is found for the # electron pocket, while
the smaller !2 hole pocket with vband=vF # 6 is slightly
less affected by interactions. Only the !1 band, which does
not contribute to the Fermi surface, retains a relatively high
group velocity comparable to the calculation.

Use of the DFT band structure for FeSe to estimate the
mass enhancement is supported by the polarization depen-
dent ARPES measurements and calculations of the orbital
character shown in Fig. 4. Strikingly, the calculations
predict a different order of bands at the ! point for FeSe
and FeTe, with the dx2!y2 orbital below the dxz;yz bands in
FeSe but above in FeTe. These orbitals can be distin-
guished in ARPES from the polarization dependence of
their matrix elements. Using dominantly odd polarization
(s) with respect to the mirror plane indicated by the dashed
line in Fig. 1(c) suppresses orbitals of even symmetry
(dx2!y2 , dz2 , dxz). Hence, we can relate the bands with

higher intensity in Fig. 4(c) (p pol.) than 4(d) (s pol.) to
even orbitals. This strongly suggests that the !1 band is of
dx2!y2 character while the strong feature at!0:3 eV stems

from dz2 bands, a behavior that is well reproduced by the
calculation for FeSe but inconsistent with the order of
bands predicted for FeTe.
Before proceeding to a discussion of the above results,

we briefly consider possible shortcomings of our analysis.
Given that DFT calculations indicate a polar surface for Fe
(Te, Se) [24], it is not a priori clear that the near surface
electronic structure measured by ARPES is bulk represen-
tative. For a metal, this can be tested stringently by com-
paring the electronic specific heat calculated from the sum
of all low-energy excitations seen in ARPESwith the direct
measurement [35]. To this end, we first calculate the qua-
siparticle masses m$ " @kF=vF using Fermi velocities and
wave numbers averaged along !M and !X. This yields
masses of 3.0(5), 16(5), and 11%4&me for !2, !3, and #,
respectively, corresponding to a Sommerfeld coefficient of
29%6& mJ=molK2. The fair agreement with the direct mea-
surement of 39 mJ=molK2 [18] rules out substantial errors

FIG. 3 (color online). (a), (b) Band dispersion along X!M
(21.2 eV, s polarization, T " 12 K). The inset shows data around
the M point, divided by a smooth function to enhance the
contrast (h" " 36 eV). The white line is a guide to the eye.
(c) DFT band structure calculation for FeSe. The dispersion of
the low-energy excitations extracted from the data in (a) is
overlaid.

FIG. 4 (color online). (a), (b) Orbital character of the DFT
wave functions for FeSe and FeTe in a coordinate system defined
by the Fe lattice. (c), (d) Polarization dependence of the ARPES
intensity along the !M mirror plane [see Fig. 1(c) for a definition
of the scattering planes].
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in agreement with ARPES measurements 

very strong renormalisation 
of the bands  m*/mb ~15-20 

for α3 (hole) and β (electron) bands
[as compared to DMFT calculations]

STRONG CORRELATION EFFECTS

Tamai et al., Nakayama et al.
see also Aichhorn et al.
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for the optimally doped compound Fe1+yTe0.6Se0.4. We
checked our incertitude on the magnitude of S/T by sev-
eral optimally-doped samples. As seen in the inset of
Fig.3, our data sets S/T in T �⇥ 0 to be 2.8 ±0.3µV/K2.

Purely di�usive Seebeck response of a Fermi liquid is
expected to be T-linear in the zero-temperature limit,
with a magnitude proportional to the strength of elec-
tronic correlations as in the case of the T-linear electronic
specific heat, Ce/T = �. Both of them can be linked to
the Fermi temperature, TF :

S/T = ±⇥2

2
kB

e

1
TF

(1)

� =
⇥2

3
kB

n

TF
(2)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, e is the electron
charge, and n is the carrier density. In a multi-band
system with both electrons and holes contributing with
opposite signs to the overall Seebeck response, this one-
band formula sets an upper limit to the Fermi tempera-
ture of the dominant band. In a wide range of half-filled
correlated metals with a carrier density of one carrier per
formula unit, the magnitude of S/T correlates with �[20].

Now, here in our system, one can deduce TF =151 K
from S/T = 2.8µV/K2. This means that the ratio of
the critical temperature to the normalized Fermi tem-
perature, Tc

TF
is as large as 0.1. One can insert the mag-

nitude of S/T reported for two unconventional super-
conductors CeCoIn5 (12µV/K2)[21] and YBa2Cu3O6.67

(-0.4µV/K2)[22] in Eq.1 and extract TF in a similar way.
As seen in Fig. 4, Tc

TF
ratio is of the same order of mag-

nitude in the three systems. This figure is a plot first in-
troduced by Moriya and Ueda[23] suggesting an intimate
link between Tc and the coherence temperature of a cor-
related electron system when superconductivity is medi-
ated by spin fluctuations. As in the case of PuGaIn5[24],
this observation argues in favor of superconductivity me-
diated by electron correlations in Fe1+yTe0.6Se0.4.

Note that the low value of TF or the strength of elec-
tron correlations cannot be deduced from the magnitude
of � alone. In Fe1+yTe, �, can be measured down to
low temperatures and is reported to be 34 mJ/molK2[6].
In the optimally doped Fe1+yTe0.6Se0.4, two recent
studies[19, 25] find �= 23± 3 mJ/molK2, a value sig-
nificantly lower than what was initially reported[5]. The
discrepancy is mostly due to the di⇥culty to extract the
lattice contribution, which by far dominates the total spe-
cific heat at Tc. As seen above, the magnitude of S/T
is an order of magnitude larger in the optimally doped
system. The absolute value of the dimensionless ratio of
thermopower to specific heat (q = NAveS

T� )[20], which is
close to unity in the undoped system approaches 12 in
the optimally-doped case (see Table I). This means that

FIG. 3: Temperature dependence of the Seebeck coe�cient di-
vided by T, S/T in Fe1+yTe1�xSex, with x=0,0.05 and 0.4. In
the superconducting samples a magnetic field was applied to
partially recover the normal state. Inset presents the temper-
ature dependence of S/T for three optimally-doped samples
at B=12 T.

FIG. 4: The Morya-Ueda plot : Tc, as a function of Fermi tem-
perature in a number of unconventional superconductors[24].
The three red open circles represent three superconductors,
for which TF was extracted from S/T using Eq. 1 [See text].

while Fe1+yTe is half-filled, in Fe1+yTe0.6Se0.4 the Fermi
surface occupies only about 0.04 of the volume of the
Brillouin zone. Thus, while the Density Of States(DOS)
per volume becomes lower in the optimally-doped com-
pound, the DOS per carrier becomes much larger.

To underline what is striking about Fe1+yTe0.6Se0.4,
table I compares it also with a conventional supercon-
ductor with a similar Tc, and comparable �, namely
the borocarbide superconductor LuNi2B2C[26, 27]. The
magnitude of the superconducting gap is comparable in
the two systems[28, 29]. On the other hand, both dHc2

dT |Tc

and S/T are 15 to 20 times larger in the iron-based super-

see also Pourret et al.
Strong value of seebeck effect 

and

: small value of the Fermi temperature
-> vF = 1.2 104 m/s

S

T
=

⇡2

2
kB

e

1
TF

= 2.8µV/K2

� =
⇡

2

3
kB

n

TF
= 23mJ/molK

2



λab (nm) ξab (nm) Γ Tc (K) ε0ξc (K) Gi

YBaCuO 160 1.5 6 92 200 3 10-2

Nd(O,F)FeAs 270 (± 40) 3 (± 0.5) ~ 4-6 35 200 (± 100) 4 (± 4)  10-3

(K,Ba)BiO3 280 3 1 32 800 2 10-4

MgB2 50 10 5 39 16000 10-6

Fe(Se,Te) 430 (± 50) 1.5 (± 0.5) ~ 4 15 40 (± 20) 1 (± 1) 10-2

Possible melting of the vortex matter

Amplitude of thermal fluctuations 
given by Ginzburg number Gi

Onset of diamagnetic response close to R ~0 
i.e. well below the Hc2 line



strong pinning : «V» shape (Bean) profil

Pnictides

centre

edge

Hp

FLUX DISTRIBUTION : MgB2

Hp

centre

edge

weak pinning : dome shape profil



small superfluid density ~ other pnicides

Hc1c ~ 80G (and Hc1ab ~ 25G)

�ab(0) = 430± 50nm

�c(0) = 1600± 200nm

3

�Hc1 = H⇤c
c1/H⇤ab

c1 values ⇤ 3.3 ± 0.5 which corresponds
to �⇥ = ⇤c/⇤ab ⇤ 4.0 ± 0.8 (see below), being close to
the �Hc2 value obtained for T ⇧ Tc (i.e. ⇤ H⇤ab

o /H⇤c
o ).

Finally, we confirm that ⇤ ⌃ T 2 in both crystallo-
graphic directions and show that the temperature de-
pendence of Cp strongly deviated from the standard BCS
weak coupling behavior confirming the non conventional
coupling mechanism of this system. However, the ampli-
tude of the specific heat jump is much larger than those
previously reported in other Fe(Se,Te) samples and hence
does not follow the ⇥Cp vs T 3

c scaling law reported in iron
based systems [18, 19].

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND
EXPERIMENTS

We present here specific heat, transport, Hall probe
and Tunnel Diode Oscillator (penetration depth) mea-
surements performed in Fe1+�(Se0.50Te0.5) single crystals
grown by two di⇤erent techniques. Samples A have been
grown using the sealed quartz tube method. The samples
were prepared from very pure iron and tellurium pieces
and selenium shots in a 1:0.5:0.5 ratio, loaded together in
a quartz tube which has been sealed under vacuum. The
elements were heated slowly (100˚C/h) at 500˚C for 10
h, then melted at 1000˚C for 20h, cooled slowly down
to 350˚C at 5˚C/h, and finally cooled faster by switch-
ing o⇤ the furnace. Single crystals were extracted me-
chanically from the resulting ball, the crystals being easy
cleaved perpendicular to their c crystallographic axis.
The refined lattice parameters of the Fe1+� (Se0.5Te0.5)
tetragonal main phase, a = 3.7992(7) Å and c = 6.033(2)
Å, are in agreement with the literature [4, 16]. The real
composition of the crystals checked by x-ray energy dis-
persive micro-analysis using a scanning electron micro-
scope was found to be Fe1.05(2)(Te0.55(2)Se0.45(2)). The
temperature dependence of the resistivity shows a metal-
lic behavior at low temperature as expected for this low
level (⇥ = 0.05) of interstitial iron [20].

Samples of batch B were grown with the Bridgman
technique using a double wall quartz ampoule. The in-
side tube had a tipped bottom with a 30� angle and an
open top. The inside wall of the outer ampoule was car-
bon coated to achieve the lowest possible oxygen par-
tial pressure during the growth. The Bridgman ampoule
was inserted in a three zone gradient furnace (1000�/840�
/700�) and lowered at a speed of 3 mm/h. At the end
of the growth, temperature was lowered to room tem-
perature at 50 � C/h. Further characterizations of these
crystals have been published elsewhere [13]. The di⇤er-
ent single crystals used in this study have been listed in
Table 1.

The Cp measurements have been performed in mag-
netic fields up to 28 T using both an AC high sensitivity
technique (typically 1 part in 103) and a conventional
relaxation technique. For AC measurements, heat was
supplied to the sample by a light emitting diode via an

TABLE I: (average) thickness d, width w length l or mass
m of the samples and measurement techniques [Cp = specific
heat, R = transport, HP = Hall probe and TDO = tunnel
diode oscillator]

Sample d (µm) w (µm) l (µm) measured by
A1 50 180 220 AC-Cp, HP, TDO
A2 60 300 750 HP, TDO
A3 65 400 600 HP, TDO
A3’ 40 400 300 HP, TDO
A3” 40 100 100 HP, TDO
A4 m � 50 µg AC-Cp

A5 m � 1.1 mg DC-Cp, R
B1 m � 0.7 mg DC-Cp, R

optical fiber and the corresponding temperature oscilla-
tions were recorded with a thermocouple (sample A1 and
A4). In parallel, the specific heat (sample A5 and B1)
were carried out in a miniaturized high-resolution micro-
calorimeter using the long-relaxation technique. The chip
resistance used as both thermometer and heater as well as
the thermal conductance of its leads have been carefully
calibrated up to 28T using a capacitance thermometer.
Each relaxation provides about 1000 data points over a
temperature interval of about 80% above the base tem-
perature which has been varied between 1.8 and 20 K.
Data can be recorded during heating and cooling. The
merging of the upward and downward relaxation data
provides a highly reliable check of the accuracy of this
method.

Electrical transport measurements have been per-
formed on sample B1 in static magnetic fields up to 28T
and pulsed magnetic fields up to 55T and are described
in detail elsewhere [13]. We have also measured the re-
sistivity of sample A5 with a commercial device (PPMS)
up to 9T.

The real part of the AC transmittivity, T ⇥
H , of sam-

ples A1 to A3” has been measured by centering these
on a miniature GaAs-based quantum well Hall Sensor
(of dimension 8 ⇥ 8 µm2). The sensor is used to record
the time-varying component Bac of the local magnetic
induction as the sample is exposed to an ac field ⇤ 1
Oe ( ⌅ ⇤ 210 Hz). T ⇥

H is then defined as : T ⇥
H =

[Bac(T ) � Bac(4.2K)]/[Bac(T ⌅ Tc) � Bac(4.2K)]. The
remanent local DC field (Brem(Ha)) in the sample has
been measured after applying a magnetic field Ha and
sweeping the field back to zero. In the Meissner state, no
vortices penetrate the sample and Brem remains equal
to zero up to Ha = Hf (the first penetration field). A
finite remanent field is then obtained for field amplitudes
larger than Hf as vortices remain pinned in the sample.

Finally, the London magnetic penetration depth in the
Meissner state , ⇤, has been measured on the same sam-
ples with a LC oscillating circuit (14MHz) driven by a
Tunnel Diode (TDO). The samples have been glued at
the bottom of a sapphire rod which were introduced in
a coil of inductance L. The variation of the penetra-

�c/�ab ⇠ ⇠ab/⇠c ⇠ 4



spectroscopic images (14–16). In the presence
of defects in the sample, QPs are scattered and
interfere with each other, generating electronic
standing waves modulated with QP scattering
vector q in real space. If the excitation energy E
is low enough as compared with the Fermi en-
ergy, q connects different k points on the Fermi
surface. Because of the presence of discon-
nected Fermi-surface pockets around the G and
M points, the dominant QP scattering vectors
may include the inter-Fermi-pocket scatterings
q1, q2, and q3 (Fig. 1A), which can be observ-
able in q space (Fig. 1B) by performing Fourier
analyses of QPI patterns. Here, q1 connects the
same pocket, representing the umklapp scat-
tering. The remaining vectors q2 and q3, which
bridge different Fermi-surface pockets, are im-
portant to discussion of the phase relationship
between the hole and the electron pockets.

In order to image the standing waves asso-
ciated with QPI, we collected the tunneling con-
ductance g(r, E), where r is the position at

the surface. We then mapped a ratio Z(r, E) !
g(r, +E)/g(r, –E). This ratio-taking process has
a twofold purpose (15, 20). First, any extrinsic
effects associated with the feedback loop so as
to stabilize the tip-sample separation are removed
(20). Second, QPI of Bogoliubov QPs should be
particle-hole symmetric, namely q(+E) = q(–E),
and the modulations at +E should be out of phase
spatially with the modulations at –E (15, 21).
The ratio-taking process naturally extracts par-
ticular modulations fitting these constraints.

The QPI experiments were performed at
1.5 K in the same field of view shown in Fig. 2A.
As seen in Fig. 3A, Z(r, E) shows patchy do-
mains of a length scale of a few nanometers,
within which horizontal and vertical periodical
streaks can be recognized. The streaks were ro-
tated by 45° with respect to the atomic rows in
Fig. 2A. These modulations with periodicity of
twice the nearest iron-iron distance give rise to
the broad peaks at q2 in the Fourier map Z(q, E)
(Fig. 3B). Weak but clear peaks appear at q3 as

well. Thus, the two scattering processes con-
necting different Fermi pockets were observed.
The pronounced contrast of intensities between
q2 and q3 (Fig. 3B) might suggest that the two
processes are different in character.

The intensity of the QPI is influenced strong-
ly by the relative sign of the SC gap between
the two Fermi pockets involved in the respective
scattering, through the coherence factor C(q)
representing the pairing of electrons. This gives
rise to a phase-sensitive q selectivity for the QPI
(16, 22, 23), which depends on the time-reversal
symmetry of scattering potential. For scalar po-
tential scattering that is even under time rever-
sal, C(q) ~ 0 if q connects the states with the
same sign of the SC gap. As a result, the QPI
intensity, which is proportional to C(q), will ap-
pear only at sign-reversing momenta. For mag-
netic scattering that is odd under time reversal,
the situations are opposite to scalar potential; C
(q) ~ 0 if q connects the states with the opposite
sign of the SC gap. If the SC gap is spatially
inhomogeneous, Andreev scattering would also
contribute to QPI. Similarly to magnetic scatter-
ing, C(q) of this process diminishes for sign-
reversing momenta (16, 22, 23).

Once we know the nature of the QP scat-
terers, the phase-sensitive q selectivity for QPI
provides an opportunity to highlight the relative
sign of SC gaps in the Fourier-transformed QPI
patterns (16, 22, 23). Similar ideas have also
been proposed theoretically (24–26). In practice,
however, various QP scatterers inevitably coexist
in the same sample. To use the phase-sensitive q
selectivity for QPI, we needed to intentionally
introduce scatterers that activate only either
sign-reversing or sign-preserving scatterings.

As a source of extra scattering with well-
defined q selectivity, we used magnetic-field
effects (16, 22–24). The magnetic field breaks
the time-reversal symmetry and gives rise to
vortices. Therefore, extra time reversal–odd scat-
erings may be generated, and also the sup-

Fig. 2. STM characteri-
zation of Fe(Se, Te). (A)
Topographic image of
the sample with Tc ~
13 K taken at 1.5 K. The
setup conditions for im-
aging were a sample-bias
voltage of –20 mV and
a tunneling current of
0.1 nA. Red arrows de-
note directions of the
nearest iron-iron bond.
The excess iron atoms are
imaged as bright spots. (Inset) Magnified image showing an atomic lattice of chalcogens. (B)
Temperature dependence of the tunneling spectrum examined at the same location 7 nm apart from
the nearest iron atom. Data were collected for the sample with Tc ~ 14.5 K. The residual spectral
weight at the Fermi energy is negligibly small, indicating that the SC gap is finite everywhere on the
Fermi surface. Data were taken with a sample-bias voltage of –20 mV and a tunneling current of 0.1
nA. Bias-modulation amplitude was set to 0.1 mVrms.
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Fig. 3. Magnetic field–dependent
QPI patterns of Fe(Se, Te). (A) Real-
space QPI pattern imaged by map-
ping the conductance ratio Z(r, E =
1 meV). Setup conditions were a
sample-bias voltage of –20 mV and
a tunneling current of 0.1 nA. Bias-
modulation amplitude was set to
0.5 mVrms. (B) Z(q, E = 1 meV) ob-
tained by taking a Fourier transfor-
mation. In order to enhance the
signal-to-noise ratio, the original
Z(q, E = 1 meV) map is averaged by
folding it so as to superimpose the
equivalent q positions. QPI signals
are observed at two qs correspond-
ing to the inter-Fermi-pocket scat-
terings q2 and q3. (C and D) Z(r, E =
1meV) and Z(q, E = 1 meV) under
a magnetic field of 10 T, respec-
tively. QPI signals in q space exhibit
prominent magnetic-field dependence.
These experiments were carried out in
the same field of view as Fig. 2A.
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C
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0.9 2.5
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Fig. 4. Magnetic field–induced change in QPI in-
tensities indicates the sT-wave symmetry. Differ-
ence between Z(q, E = 1 meV) maps with and
without a magnetic field is shown by subtracting
Fig. 3B from Fig. 3D. It is clear that signals at q2
and q3 exhibit totally opposite behavior, indicating
that these two scatterings have different characters.
This pattern can only be explained if the SC gap
possesses sT-wave symmetry (13).
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but tunneling measurements
 rather led to

Δ ~ 2 meV ~ 1.5 kBTc

 (~ BCS value)

Hanaguri et al.

MULTIGAP SUPERCONDUCTIVITY ?

Recent point contact spectroscopy 
measurements

single gap value 

Δ ~ 3.8 meV ~ 3 kBTc

 (>> BCS value  = 1.7)

2

The normalized zero-bias conductance (ZBC) is larger
than 2 in the low temperature region, in contradiction
with the expectation for the Andreev limit (small barrier
strength) [10]. If we divide out the G(V ) data by the
one taken just above Tc, as typically adopted for normal-
ization in the literature, the resulting conductance peak
values are smaller than 2. Thus, we attribute the large
ZBC at low temperature to an additional conductance
enhancement occurring in the normal state, whose ori-
gin is discussed later. Because of this complexity, we
leave a complete analysis to future work and focus here
on determining ! values using a simple scheme: for each
curve we take a numerical derivative of the conductance,
dG(V )/dV , to obtain its two V -axis intercepts (V+,!V!)
as demonstrated in Fig 1(b) for T = 1.70 K. e(V++V!)/2
is taken as !. From our experience with standard BTK
analysis, we observe that in the Andreev limit smearing
factors cause the peaks to move lower than the actual

FIG. 1: (color online). (a) Temperature evolution of the con-
ductance spectra of a point-contact junction along the c-axis
of a FeTe0.55Se0.45 single crystal. Tc is 14.2 K. (b) dG/dV at
1.70 K to show how ! is determined (see text). (c) Extracted
! vs. temperature. (d) Conductance spectra at ! 2 K of sev-
eral junctions with di"erent resistance (RJ), showing similar
gap values. In (a) and (d), the indicated y-axis scales are for
the topmost curves, with other curves shifted downward for
clarity by (a) 0.013 #!1 and (c) 0.2.

±!/e. So, the above scheme should provide reasonable
and consistent ! values, albeit not completely accurate.
The resultant energy gap is plotted in Fig. 1(c) as func-

tion of temperature. A substantial discrepancy is clearly
seen between our data and the theoretical prediction for
an isotropic s-wave gap in the BCS weak-coupling limit.
Instead, the data can be approximated by an empirical
gap formula: ! = !0tanh[!

!

Tc/T ! 1], with ! = 1.55
(cf. ! = 1.74 for weak-coupling BCS gap). At the low-
est temperature of 1.70 K, our extracted ! is 3.80 meV.
Then, 2!/kBTc = 6.2 " 3.53, indicating strong coupling
superconductivity. Similar ! values are reproducibly ob-
served among di"erent junctions on three di"erent crys-
tal pieces, as shown in Fig. 1(d). Note that di"erent
RJ values show similar BTK-like double-peak structures
with gap edges around ±3.8 mV, as indicated by the two
vertical dashed lines.
Our observation of a single gap in the strong coupling

limit is consistent with angle-resolved photoemission [11]
and neutron scattering [12] measurements on Fe(Te,Se)
crystals with comparable Tcs. Much smaller ! values
are reported in recent scanning tunneling spectroscopy
studies [13, 14]. Holmes et al. [15] recently claimed the
existence of two gaps (2.5 & 5.1 meV) from an analysis of
optical conductivity data on FeTe0.55Se0.45 crystals (from
the same source as ours), in contrast to our observation.
We point out that AR spectroscopy is a high energy-
resolution technique responding directly and sensitively
to the pair potential [8].
While the BTK-like double peak structure is a clear in-

dication of AR-dominant charge transport sensitive to !,
additional structures with multiple humps and dips are
frequently observed outside the gap as seen in Figs. 1(a)
& (d). We don’t take them as a signature for multiple
gaps since they are not reproducible from junction to
junction. Moreover, we observe (not shown) that those
features in the same junction as in Fig. 1 do not show the
same magnetic field dependence as the gap: at T=1.7 K
an applied field of 2 T decreases ! from 3.76 meV to
3.54 meV, whereas no measurable change is seen in those
additional structures. At present, it is not clear whether
they arise from the interference e"ect predicted by the
interfering-band BTK model [9].
We now discuss the observability of multiple gaps in

multiband superconductors. As is well known, MgB2

is a prototypical superconductor clearly exhibiting two
gaps in a variety of measurements. This can be under-
stood as result of fulfilling requirements of both weak-
to-no interband pairing interaction and weak interband
scattering [16]. This happens somewhat accidentally in
MgB2, where two Cooper pair condensates form on sep-
arate parts of the Fermi surface due to the dominant in-
traband electron-phonon coupling, with simultaneously
minimized interband scattering of Cooper pairs. Indeed,
electronic structure calculations show that the two bands
originating from the hybridization of the boron p orbitals

2

The normalized zero-bias conductance (ZBC) is larger
than 2 in the low temperature region, in contradiction
with the expectation for the Andreev limit (small barrier
strength) [10]. If we divide out the G(V ) data by the
one taken just above Tc, as typically adopted for normal-
ization in the literature, the resulting conductance peak
values are smaller than 2. Thus, we attribute the large
ZBC at low temperature to an additional conductance
enhancement occurring in the normal state, whose ori-
gin is discussed later. Because of this complexity, we
leave a complete analysis to future work and focus here
on determining ! values using a simple scheme: for each
curve we take a numerical derivative of the conductance,
dG(V )/dV , to obtain its two V -axis intercepts (V+,!V!)
as demonstrated in Fig 1(b) for T = 1.70 K. e(V++V!)/2
is taken as !. From our experience with standard BTK
analysis, we observe that in the Andreev limit smearing
factors cause the peaks to move lower than the actual

FIG. 1: (color online). (a) Temperature evolution of the con-
ductance spectra of a point-contact junction along the c-axis
of a FeTe0.55Se0.45 single crystal. Tc is 14.2 K. (b) dG/dV at
1.70 K to show how ! is determined (see text). (c) Extracted
! vs. temperature. (d) Conductance spectra at ! 2 K of sev-
eral junctions with di"erent resistance (RJ), showing similar
gap values. In (a) and (d), the indicated y-axis scales are for
the topmost curves, with other curves shifted downward for
clarity by (a) 0.013 #!1 and (c) 0.2.

±!/e. So, the above scheme should provide reasonable
and consistent ! values, albeit not completely accurate.
The resultant energy gap is plotted in Fig. 1(c) as func-

tion of temperature. A substantial discrepancy is clearly
seen between our data and the theoretical prediction for
an isotropic s-wave gap in the BCS weak-coupling limit.
Instead, the data can be approximated by an empirical
gap formula: ! = !0tanh[!

!

Tc/T ! 1], with ! = 1.55
(cf. ! = 1.74 for weak-coupling BCS gap). At the low-
est temperature of 1.70 K, our extracted ! is 3.80 meV.
Then, 2!/kBTc = 6.2 " 3.53, indicating strong coupling
superconductivity. Similar ! values are reproducibly ob-
served among di"erent junctions on three di"erent crys-
tal pieces, as shown in Fig. 1(d). Note that di"erent
RJ values show similar BTK-like double-peak structures
with gap edges around ±3.8 mV, as indicated by the two
vertical dashed lines.
Our observation of a single gap in the strong coupling

limit is consistent with angle-resolved photoemission [11]
and neutron scattering [12] measurements on Fe(Te,Se)
crystals with comparable Tcs. Much smaller ! values
are reported in recent scanning tunneling spectroscopy
studies [13, 14]. Holmes et al. [15] recently claimed the
existence of two gaps (2.5 & 5.1 meV) from an analysis of
optical conductivity data on FeTe0.55Se0.45 crystals (from
the same source as ours), in contrast to our observation.
We point out that AR spectroscopy is a high energy-
resolution technique responding directly and sensitively
to the pair potential [8].
While the BTK-like double peak structure is a clear in-

dication of AR-dominant charge transport sensitive to !,
additional structures with multiple humps and dips are
frequently observed outside the gap as seen in Figs. 1(a)
& (d). We don’t take them as a signature for multiple
gaps since they are not reproducible from junction to
junction. Moreover, we observe (not shown) that those
features in the same junction as in Fig. 1 do not show the
same magnetic field dependence as the gap: at T=1.7 K
an applied field of 2 T decreases ! from 3.76 meV to
3.54 meV, whereas no measurable change is seen in those
additional structures. At present, it is not clear whether
they arise from the interference e"ect predicted by the
interfering-band BTK model [9].
We now discuss the observability of multiple gaps in

multiband superconductors. As is well known, MgB2

is a prototypical superconductor clearly exhibiting two
gaps in a variety of measurements. This can be under-
stood as result of fulfilling requirements of both weak-
to-no interband pairing interaction and weak interband
scattering [16]. This happens somewhat accidentally in
MgB2, where two Cooper pair condensates form on sep-
arate parts of the Fermi surface due to the dominant in-
traband electron-phonon coupling, with simultaneously
minimized interband scattering of Cooper pairs. Indeed,
electronic structure calculations show that the two bands
originating from the hybridization of the boron p orbitals

Park et al.



even though more recent Cp measurements :
2 gap fit of Ce(T) with

Δ ~ 2.1 meV and Δ ~ 3.4 meV [to be confirmed]
Hu et al.

Ce = electronic contribution to Cp 
= CTOT - PHONONS

 Δ ~ 2.1 meV (BCS)

 Δ ~ 3.2 meV 

clear deviation from BCS confirming the presence of large gap value 
but no clear evidence for any small gap value



+!nm
2 !1/2. !sc"T! is the contribution to the relaxation arising

from the vortex lattice while !nm, the nuclear magnetic dipo-
lar term, is assumed to be temperature independent over the
temperature range of the measurements. The data were fitted
in two steps. First the data in the two channels were fitted
simultaneously at each temperature with A0, ", and ! as
common variables. The fits were checked over the entire
temperature range to ensure that physical values were ob-
tained for all the parameters at each temperature point. To
ensure stability of the fits " was then fixed to the value
obtained just above Tc and the data were refitted at each
temperature point. The temperature dependence of ! ob-
tained is shown in Fig. 4.

In a superconductor with a large upper critical field and a
hexagonal Abrikosov vortex lattice, the Gaussian muon-spin
depolarization rate, !sc"T!, is related to the penetration depth
# by the expression

2!sc
2 "T!
$%

2 = 0.00371
&0

2

#4"T!
, "5!

where $% /2'=135.5 MHz /T is the muon gyromagnetic ra-
tio and &0=2.068(10!15 Wb is the flux quantum.11,12 The
temperature dependence of the penetration depth can then be
fitted using either a single-gap or a two-gap model,16,17

#!2"T!
#!2"0!

= )1
#!2"T,*0,1!
#!2"0,*0,1!

+ )2
#!2"T,*0,2!
#!2"0,*0,2!

, "6!

where #!2"0! is the value of the penetration depth at T
=0 K, *0,i is the value of the ith "i=1 or 2! superconducting
gap at T=0 K and )i is the weighting factor with )1+)2
=1.

Each term in Eq. "6! is evaluated using the standard ex-
pression within the local London approximation18,19

#!2"T,*0,i!
#!2"0,*0,i!

= 1 +
1
'
#

0

2' #
*"T,+!

, $ ! f

!E
% EdEd+

&E2 ! *i"T,+!2
,

"7!

where f = '1+exp"E /kBT!(!1 is the Fermi function, + is the
angle along the Fermi surface, and *i"T ,+!
=*0,i-"T /Tc!g"+!. The temperature dependence of the gap is
approximated by the expression -"T /Tc!
=tanh)1.82'1.018"Tc /T!1!(0.51* "Ref. 16! while g"+! de-
scribes the angular dependence of the gap. The fits "see Table
I! appear to rule out both the d wave and s wave as possible
models for this system.20

The anisotropic s-wave model gives a value for s, the
parameter reflecting the isotropic s-wave component, that is
larger than that obtained for FeSe0.85 in Ref. 15. Neverthe-
less, the variation in the gap with angle *max /*min+4.6 is
still larger than the published values for related single layer
superconductor NdFeAsO0.9F0.1.21

A fit to the data using a two-gap s+s-wave model is
shown in Fig. 5 and gives *0,1=2.6"1! meV and *0,2
=0.87"6! meV with )1=0.70"3!. This model gives the low-
est .2. )1 agrees with the value obtained by %SR for
FeSe0.85, where )1=0.658"3!.15 The size of the larger energy
gap for FeSe0.85 and FeTe0.5Se0.5 scale with Tc. The ratio
*0,1 /*0,2,3 found in FeTe0.5Se0.5 is 40% smaller than the
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FIG. 4. "Color online! The temperature dependence of the
Gaussian depolarization rate ! extracted from the TF muon-time
spectra collected in an applied magnetic field %0H=30 mT. The
inset demonstrates the magnetic field independence of the param-
eter " at 20 K.

TABLE I. Results for fits to the temperature dependence of the
penetration depth using different models for the symmetry of the
superconducting gap function "Ref. 20!.

Model g"+!
Gap value

"meV! .2

s wave 1 *=1.86"2! 5.93

s+s wave 1
*1=2.6"1!, *2=0.87"6!,

and )1=0.70"3! 1.55
Anisotropic
s wave "s+cos 4+! *=1.4"1! with s=1.56"5! 1.62
d wave -cos"2+!- *=3.31"4! 2.87
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FIG. 5. "Color online! Temperature dependence of #!2 for
FeTe0.5Se0.5. The curve "black line! is a fit to the data using two
s-wave components, each with an isotropic gap.
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temparature dependence of the 
superfluid density deduced from 

muon relaxation data 
(Biswas et al.) 

suggest the presence of two gaps 

but a very different temperature
dependence has been obtained from 

penetration depth measurements 
(Kim et al.) 

penetration depth

muon relaxation
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Hc1 measurements

H//c

H//ab

but non exponentiel temperature dependance :  

as observed in other pnictides (besides P doped samples)

hindering any precise determination of (small) gap value(s)

�� / T 2



but in FeSeTe : dHc2/dT~ 1 Tc

FeSeTe systematic study of all scaling laws
currently under investigation in Ni 

doped 122 single crystals

Strong pair breaking effects 
(in  materials for which <Ω>=0

in particular spin slip scattering in s+/- symmetry <Ω> <<⎮Ωmax⎮2) 
Kogan et al., Gordon et al.

           - Δλ(T) α T2 
- 1/λ α Tc     (TO BE CONFIRMED)

     - dHc2/dT = A*Tc with A~ 0.2 in 1111 and 122 phases
                                

- ΔCp/Tc α Tc2

Budko et al.

!C = Cs ! Cn =
16"4kB

4N!0"#+
2

3$2!3#%4$ ! 2"
Tc

3. !51"

Within a weak coupling scheme, this result in a more general
form has been obtained in Ref. 14.

For the d-wave state on a cylindrical Fermi surface %
=%2 cos2 2& and #%4$=3 /2 this gives

!C =
32"4kB

4N!0"#+
2

15$2 Tc
3. !52"

V. DISCUSSION

Figure 1 is a compilation of data on the slopes Hc2! for
1111 compounds with various dopants and, therefore, with
various Tc’s. An approximate scaling Hc2! 'Tc is evident de-
spite the fact that the compounds examined have Tc’s varying
from 6 to 46 K. From this data one estimates the slope of
dHc2! /dTc as &0.2 T /K2. Then, the order of magnitude of
the Fermi velocity follows from 'dHc2! /dTc'("&0kB

2 /$2v2 as
v(107 cm /s, a reasonable order that can be taken as yet
another argument in favor of the picture presented.

In Fig. 2, the data for the 122 family are collected. The
same approximate scaling is seen albeit with a considerable
scatter. The latter might be caused by variety of reasons:
different criteria in extracting Hc2 from resistivity data, un-
avoidable uncertainties rooted in sample inhomogeneities in
determination of Tc and the slopes of Hc2!T" near Tc, pos-
sible differences in Fermi velocities and the order parameter
anisotropies, to name a few. Moreover, the model employing
only two scattering parameters for multiband iron-pnictides
is a far-reaching simplification, so that one can expect the
model to work qualitatively at best. Nevertheless, the ob-
served scaling seems robust. One can take this as evidence in
favor of a strong pair-breaking present in all compounds ex-
amined. It should be stressed again that for strongly aniso-
tropic order parameters, #!$&0, the Tc suppression !or the
pair-breaking, which is the same" is caused by the combined

effect of the transport and the spin-flip scattering.
We note also that in well-studied MgB2 with two s-type

gaps of the same sign, the slopes of Hc2 do not show a
similar behavior: one can suppress Tc by neutron irradiation
leaving the slopes Hc2! nearly unchanged.23 Moreover, carbon
doping enhances Hc2! !Tc" without causing a substantial re-
duction of Tc.24

Figure 3 shows the specific heat jump measured in a num-
ber of compounds and reported in Ref. 1. The scaling !C
'Tc

3 suggested by Bud’ko, Ni, and Canfield is evident !see
also Ref. 26". Again, it is worth noting that only the com-
bined rate (+ enters the coefficient in front of Tc

3 of Eq. !51",
so that the source of Tc suppression is not necessarily the
spin-flip AG pair-breaking. The ever present transport scat-
tering suppresses Tc as well, provided the order parameter is

FIG. 1. !Color online" The slopes of Hc2!T" near Tc !the abso-
lute values" for a few 1111 compounds. The data for the first three
compounds in the legend are taken from Ref. 15; the remaining
three points are taken from Ref. 16. The two right-most points are
for Hc2,ab! of crystalline samples; the rest are for polycrystals, so that
all points, in fact, reflect Hc2,ab! .

FIG. 2. !Color online" The slopes Hc2,c!T" near Tc for a few 122
iron-pnictides. The data are taken from: RbFe2As2 !Ref. 17",
KFe2As2 !Ref. 18", Ba0.55K0.45Fe2As2 !Ref. 19", the under-
doped !ud" and overdoped !od" Ba!Fe1!xCox"2Fe2As2 !Ref.
3", Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 !Ref. 20", Sr0.6K0.4Fe2As2 !Ref. 21",
Ba!Fe-Ni"2Fe2As2, and Ba!Fe1!x!yCoxCuy"2Fe2As2 !Ref. 22".

FIG. 3. !Color online" The specific heat jump versus Tc for a
few 122 compounds shown on a log-log plot. The dashed line cor-
responds to !C'Tc

3. Most of the data are from Ref. 1; the new data
points for mixed Co-Cu doping are shown by stars and taken by the
same group, but have not been included in the original publication.
The data point for Ba!Fe0.939Co0.061"2Fe2As2 is from Ref. 25 and
that for Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 from Ref. 19.
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In summary :

  Extremely large orbital Hc2 values -> 800T (//ab) 
      <-> reduced Fermi velocvity : strong band renormalisation

  H-T diagram limited by paramagnetic effects
      up to T/Tc ~ 0.99 (//ab)

  strong coupling : large gap Δ/kTc ~ 5.2 (for sure may be 2 gaps)

  Reduced superfluid density

  Δλ~ Tc2  (pair breaking effects ?)

Thank you for your attention...


